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Abstract
A political trial, according to Steven E. Barkan, is a trial revolving around highly publicized
legal controversies. In some cases, such a trial may determine fundamental political questions,
exceeding the legal realm, which are in debate inside a given polity. The 1957–58 trial related to
the 1956 massacre in Kafr Qasim, Israel certainly belongs to this category. The trial established
the doctrine of a “manifestly unlawful order” in Israeli military law, contributed considerably
to the reshaping of civil–military relations, and influenced the civic status of the Arab minority
in Israel. In this article, using hitherto underexamined primary sources, I argue that the most
important contribution of the trial, the doctrine of a “manifestly unlawful order,” was not only a
creation of the bench but also a result of a complicated interaction between the actors present in
the courtroom: the defendants, their defense lawyers, the prosecutors, and the judges. Above
all, the article shows how the bitter struggle between the two main attorneys helped shape
the doctrine of a “manifestly unlawful order,” that is, an order that is illegal for a soldier to
obey.

The two main defendants: deputy, commandant
It was clear at the end of this serious trial
Were engaged in pitch battle, did not cease to fight
to find every excuse that their doing was right . . .

All was argued and tried, no stone left unturned . . .

but still your heart chills, from that thought in your head
that the weeping of mothers and daughters
in front of the muzzles, beholden by dread
failed to evoke even one out of ten,
of a hundred, of a thousand, of ten thousand parts
out of (how shall we put it?) the way they embraced
the extenuating circumstances—incredible wealth
so defiantly claimed for themselves.

—Nathan Alterman, “After the Verdict,” August 1958
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A political trial, according to Steven E. Barkan, is a trial revolving around “hotly
contested adversarial actions.”1 Such a trial can retrospectively judge a defeated political
system, such as in Nuremberg, or be directed against politically dangerous individuals,
“when the state feels itself in jeopardy.”2 In other cases, it may determine fundamental
political questions, exceeding the legal realm, which are in debate inside a given polity.
The trial held in 1957 and 1958 on the previous year’s massacre in Kafr Qasim, Israel
—in which forty-nine Israeli Arab civilians were killed by border policemen, allegedly
because they violated a curfew order—belongs to the third category. The policemen
were accused of murder, and their trial, a special court martial, would have considerable
ramifications on the development of Israeli judicial history. The Kafr Qasim ruling
established the doctrine of a “manifestly unlawful order” in Israeli military law, defining
a category of military orders that are illegal for a soldier to obey. The word “manifestly”
was key to this doctrine, because soldiers are not usually expected to verify the legality
of orders before carrying them out; on the contrary, they are often required to obey all
orders, and if one is later determined to be illegal only the commander who gave it is
liable for punishment. According to this doctrine, however, if an order is “manifestly”
illegal, that is, if its illegality is absolutely clear, soldiers must disobey it or be liable for
punishment along with the commander. In addition to playing a central role in defining
the category of the “manifestly unlawful order,” the verdict of the Kafr Qasim trial
contributed to the reshaping of civil–military relations and even influenced the civic
status of the Arab minority in Israel.

Surprisingly, the massacre and the seminal trial that ensued have received scant
scholarly attention, although a handful of high-quality studies exist. Shortly after the
trial, the jurist Moshe Kordov published a rich journalistic account of the proceedings,
with lengthy citations from the protocol and verdict.3 In 1990, after decades of histori-
ographical silence (occasionally broken by brief references to the massacre in general
history books), historian Yigal Elam devoted a chapter of his study on the execution of
atrocious orders to the Kafr Qasim affair, focusing primarily on the massacre itself.4

More recently, journalist and linguist Ruvik Rosenthal published an edited volume of
interviews and articles related to the affair, including his own in-depth historical study of
the massacre, its background, and the court proceedings. Other articles in the collection
examine the legal aspects of the doctrine of a “manifestly unlawful order” and the recep-
tion of the massacre in Arab, Israeli-Palestinian, and Israeli-Jewish historiography and
memory.5

Most of these studies focus on the impact of the verdict and its subsequent exegesis
rather than on the influence of the courtroom dynamics on this verdict and on the
discourse it subsequently generated. In this article, using unpublished sources (including
a less censored version of the trial protocol hidden in the personal papers of one of the
defense attorneys), I argue that the most important contribution of the trial, the doctrine
of a “manifestly unlawful order,” was not only a creation of the bench but also a result of
a complicated interaction between the actors present in the courtroom: the defendants,
their defense lawyers, the prosecutors, and the judges. Above all, we shall see how the
arguments of the defense lawyers differed significantly from those of their clients and
how the bitter struggle between the two main attorneys helped shape the doctrine of a
“manifestly unlawful order.”
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T H E M A S S AC R E

The morning of 29 October 1956 began as a normal day in Kafr Qasim, a small Israeli
Arab community in the “Triangle,” a sensitive zone near the Jordanian border. �Ali Salim
Sarsur, who only one month earlier had begun his studies at elementary school, asked his
mother to buy him a notebook on her way back from work. She agreed.6 �Ali, however,
never received his notebook. His mother, along with forty-eight other Arab villagers,
was killed by Israeli border policemen on her way home that evening.

It was the first day of the Suez War, pitting Israel, Britain, and France against Egypt
in an armed confrontation over the Suez Canal. The Israeli government was considering
a preemptive strike against the Hashimite Kingdom of Jordan, fearing that it might
join the war on Egypt’s side. The Triangle was home to a significant population of
Israeli Arabs, who unlike many had not been forced to leave during the 1948 war
and subsequently received Israeli citizenship. Formally defined as citizens, they were
perceived by the government, and most of the Jewish population, as a security risk.
Placed under military regime, they were subject, among other restrictions, to frequent
curfews and strict limitations on their movements. The government feared that they
might join forces with Israel’s enemies or at least give shelter and other assistance to
“infiltrators” from Jordan, often young Palestinian refugees who crossed the border to
commit terrorist attacks inside Israel. The Triangle was guarded by the Border Police
(Mishmar ha-Gevul), a hybrid force subordinated to the police but often “loaned” to the
army for various tasks. One if its major duties was to prevent infiltrators from entering
Israel; Arabs who crossed, or were suspected of having crossed, the border from Jordan
were often shot on sight by these policemen.7

In 1956, Israeli army regulations included the concept of a “manifestly unlawful
order” that is illegal for a soldier to obey, but hardly anyone in the military was aware of
this fact. It certainly did not prevent the formation of a violent culture of war, reprisals,
and counter-reprisals, in which civilians were often killed. Formed during the 1948 war,
this culture was slow to fade even after ceasefire agreements were reached in 1949. In
August of that year, for example, a southern platoon kidnapped a Bedouin girl in the
desert. The platoon commander, known to us only by his first name, Moshe, asked the
soldiers to vote on “what to do with her.” After a quick deliberation, it was decided
to make her the platoon’s sex slave. The young girl was brutally raped by many of the
soldiers, and then shot by Moshe and his troops to cover the crime. “She was washed,”
writes Aviv Lavie in Ha’aretz, “her hair was cut and she was raped, no one knows
how many times. Then she was executed and buried near the military outpost.”8 Moshe
was sentenced to fifteen years in prison, though he actually served much less time. Its
severity notwithstanding, this affair did not come to the attention of the public.9

The prevailing military culture of the time was chaotic and showed little regard for
abstract concepts such as the rule of law. The Israeli army was a relatively new force,
lacking the rich legal traditions of armies in western Europe and the United States. The
structure of authority and the scope of operational freedom given to local commanders
were unclear. The Border Police, in particular, was located in a twilight zone of authority
between the police and the army. Among the troops, brotherhood in arms was important,
Arab lives had little worth, and the feeling of existential danger seemed to justify brutal
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behavior. Arab villagers were subject to the arbitrary whims of military officers, with
few rules and regulations to limit their authority over the local Arab population.

On the morning of 29 October, regiment commander Colonel Yissachar (Yischa)
Shadmi decided to impose a curfew on the Arab villages near the Jordanian border,
to prevent them from “abetting the enemy” as well as to “protect them from the army
reservists.” As Shadmi did not follow due procedure, the curfew was, formally speaking,
illegal. It was, however, related to a top-secret plan named “Operation Mole,” which
had been drafted two or three months earlier by the army. According to the plan, after
hostilities began with Jordan the Israeli Arab villages near the Jordanian border were
to be “rapidly occupied by the army, neutralized, isolated from one another and cut
off from the Jordanians.”10 In a second scenario detailed in the plan, the Arabs of the
Triangle were to be evacuated to enclosures in central Israel until the end of the war.
Distant rumors about the plan reached the officers of the Border Police, some of whom
erroneously understood it as a scheme to expel the Triangle Arabs to Jordan.11

Operation Mole documents remain classified and thus unavailable to scholars, but
Ruvik Rosenthal was able to reconstruct the general lines of the plan based on the protocol
of Shadmi’s trial and some interviews, in addition to other snippets of information.12

However, the link between Operation Mole and the massacre is still debated. Writers on
the Israeli left, such as Gadi Algazi, have argued that the massacre was in fact the first
stage of Operation Mole.13 Algazi based this argument on later claims by some of the
defendants that they followed state-sanctioned orders only to be thrown to the wolves
by an ungrateful establishment.14 These arguments can be rejected; Operation Mole did
not sanction an expulsion to Jordan, certainly not a massacre, and it was in any case
canceled by Major-General Zvi Tsur, chief of the central command, on 28 October.15

The influence of Operation Mole on the atmosphere in the Border Police is harder to
dismiss. In fact, it was acknowledged by the Border Police itself in a post facto report
that “this situation [Mole] had considerable influence on the Kafr-Qasim [affair].”16

The Border Police’s main task, as ordered by Shadmi, was to impose a curfew on the
Arab villagers of the Triangle. Had Operation Mole been in force, this would have been
the first stage before their expulsion to “enclosures” in central Israel. Following Tsur’s
command to cancel Operation Mole, however, Shadmi had to cancel the plan to expel
the villagers of the Triangle. He did so through orders to his direct subordinate, Major
Shmuel Malinki, the Border Police battalion commander whose task was to impose the
curfew.17

Malinki, however, complicated things. In a highly confusing briefing to the platoon
and squad commanders of his battalion, he stated that Mole was canceled until further
notice. The task of the battalion was now limited to imposing the curfew as ordered
by Shadmi. However, using “double speak,” Malinki insinuated that “Mole” was not
completely off the stage: Arabs will not be expelled to enclosures in central Israel, but
“Mole” would still serve as an organizational blueprint for the imposition of the curfew.
The summary minutes of the meeting, taken by Malinki’s adjutant a few hours before
the massacre, stated that the “division of the [operational] sectors [covered by the troops
is] according to ‘Operation Mole’ . . . The boundaries of the sectors will be established
according to ‘Mole’. . . road blocks and patrols according to ‘Mole’. All other existing
tasks are no longer valid, unless ordered otherwise by the battalion.” Lt. Gabriel Dahan,
the platoon commander who played a major role in the massacre, testified that one of his
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tasks was to “prevent [the] infiltration” of Arabs into Jordan. In other words, he knew
that expulsion was no longer part of the plan.18 Still, Operation Mole engendered an
atmosphere of tension and of dehumanization of Arabs in Malinki’s battalion.19

In any case, with or without “Mole,” it was determined that the imposition of the
curfew had to be especially strict. Malinki ordered his subordinate officers to shoot
any Arab who dared to violate the curfew. His deputy and some of the platoon and
company commanders, shocked by his cruelty, were silenced when they tried to challenge
the order. The original source of the command, however, was not Major Malinki but
his commander, Colonel Shadmi. When Malinki asked him what to do with workers
returning late from their fields who were oblivious to the curfew, Shadmi answered
with the colloquial Arab phrase: Allāh yarh. amu (may God have mercy on their souls).20

According to virtually all testimonies, Malinki passed the order verbatim to his company
and platoon commanders, and even added that women and children must be shot as well.
The wounded, he hinted, should be finished off. However, he ended his remarks with a
warning that he “does not want any murders, and that the honor of the corps [Border
Police] must be upheld.”21

The curfew began at 17:00. As expected, many farmers, oblivious to the order, came
back later from their fields. In most sectors, Malinki’s officers circumvented his orders.
One of the company commanders, Captain Yehuda Frankental, explicitly contradicted
them, telling his subordinates not to shoot anyone without his permission and to instead
“escort the Arabs to their homes.”22 Frankental checked that his subordinate officers
were actually not shooting the villagers, and in some cases personally saved citizens’
lives.23 Another company commander, Captain Haim Levi, did not dare challenge the
order in front of his officers, as Frankental did (i.e., he did not instruct his subordinates
not to shoot), but he did prevent the shooting of civilians in practice wherever he
was present. He explicitly told a platoon commander, Lt. Benjamin Cole, not to shoot
returnees and ordered another, Lt. Aryeh Menashes, “to act flexibly, according to your
own discretion,” when it was clear that the latter did not want to shoot.24 A third platoon
commander, Lt. Nimrod Lampert, was apparently overcome by his own humane feelings
and could not permit his soldiers to shoot Arab civilians they encountered.25

Kafr Qasim was under the authority of Captain Levi’s company, and here the platoon
commander in charge was Lieutenant Gabriel Dahan, an office who openly admitted his
hatred of Arabs. Lance Corporal Shalom Ofer, one of his squad commanders, combined
similar hatred with an unusual degree of bloodthirstiness.26 Captain Levi was not present
in Kafr Qasim, nor was he consulted by radio.27 Soon after 17:00, Ofer encountered
the first group of returning Arab workers. “Are you happy?,” he asked them, and after
they answered in the affirmative, he and his soldiers began to mow them down.28 Ruvik
Rosenthal writes of one of the incidents, based on the testimonies of survivors at the
trial:

The policemen forced the driver and workers out of the truck and told them they were about
to be killed. The women cried and implored them to let the workers go. The policemen yelled:
“We will kill you too.” They killed the driver, Mahmud Masarawa from Taybeh, and the three
men, Muhammad Diab Sarsur, �Abd Allah Sarsur and Muhammad Salim Sarsur. For a time they
hesitated over what to do with the women, and one of the soldiers proposed letting them go
unharmed. Ofer, however, ordered them all to be shot. The policemen slaughtered them without
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exception, including pregnant women, old ladies and little girls. After the shooting, Ofer said:
“Bang them all in the head,” and the policemen shot again the wounded and the slain.29

During the massacre, a major named Kotler passed by. Shocked by the scene, he ordered
the platoon commander, Lt. Dahan, to stop shooting immediately, yet Dahan refused,
quoting his orders.30 News of the mass slaughter soon reached Major Malinki. The
battalion commander, panicked by the magnitude of the massacre, ordered Dahan to
stop shooting. When the sun rose over Kafr Qasim, forty-nine of the villagers were
dead.31

T H E T R I A L

The Israeli public is familiar with the Kafr Qasim massacre, mainly because of the
pivotal ruling of the special court martial. The proceedings took place from January to
September 1957, and the verdict was handed down in August 1958. The three judges,
prominent civilian jurists given officer ranks for the occasion, were Colonel Benjamin
Halevy (president of the court, later famous as a judge in the Eichmann trial), Lieutenant-
Colonel Yitzhak Divon, and Major Yehuda Cohen. The defendants were the battalion
commander, Major Shmuel Malinki; the platoon commander, Lt. Gabriel Dahan; Lance
Corporal Shalom Ofer, the commander on the ground; and nine rank and file perpetrators:
Gabriel Uliel, Albert Fahima, Edmund Nahmani, Avraham Eliyahu, �Abd al-Rahman
Ismail, Mahluf Harush, Sa�id Zakaria Sha�ban, and Daniel Semnitz. Colonel Shadmi
was not a defendant in the trial, but was later judged in a separate proceeding. The
defense lawyers for Malinki and Dahan were, respectively, Asher Levitski and Yitzhak
Oren, two of the most prominent and experienced criminal jurists in the country. The
struggle between these two, as we shall see, largely dictated the courtroom dynamics
of the trial. The prosecutors were the attorney general of the State of Israel, Lieutenant
Colonel Colin Gillon, and Brigadier General Moshe David, chief prosecutor of the army.

The presiding judges, Halevy, Divon, and Cohen, rejected almost all of the arguments
for the defense and condemned the defendants to prison sentences, the severity of which
was determined according to rank. Major Malinki was sentenced to seventeen years,
and Lt. Dahan and Lance Corporal Ofer each received prison terms of fifteen years; all
three were demoted to the rank of private. Six of the rank and file perpetrators were
condemned to seven to twelve years, while three others were acquitted.

T H E D O C T R I N E O F A “ M A N I F E S T LY U N L AW F U L O R D E R ”

The verdict has become famous in Israeli history due to the doctrine of a “manifestly
unlawful order,” according to which some orders should never be followed and that a
soldier who follows them is liable to punishment. This doctrine, which first appeared
in British common law during the 18th century, had a basis in Israeli law at the time of
the massacre.32 According to Penal Code 34 13 (2), in force at the time, a person shall
not be criminally liable for an act “following an order of a qualified authority to which
he is bound to obey, unless the order is manifestly unlawful.” The military penal code
(1955 edition, article 15) also established that “a person shall not be criminally liable
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according to articles 122 (disobeying an order), 123 (failure to follow an order) and 124
(negligence to follow an order), if it is manifest that the order given to him is unlawful.”

But how could a soldier know that an order was manifestly unlawful? In the Kafr
Qasim ruling, Justice Halevy established a legal construct, retrospectively called the
“black flag test.” According to this test, a manifestly unlawful order is one that every
reasonable soldier would recognize as such:

The distinguishing mark of a “manifestly unlawful order” should fly like a black flag above the
order given . . . Not formal unlawfulness, hidden or half hidden, nor unlawfulness discernible
only to the eyes of legal experts. . . . Unlawfulness appearing on the face of the order itself . . .

Unlawfulness piercing the eye and revolting the heart, be the eye not blind nor the heart stony and
corrupt, that is the measure of “manifest unlawfulness” required to release a soldier from the duty
of obedience.33

Because the term “manifestly unlawful order,” as interpreted by the judges in the Kafr
Qasim trial, has since been incorporated into both military and civil law in Israel, it is
easy to forget that in 1956 it was not merely unaccepted but almost unknown among
the involved soldiers and officers. If there was a consensus among the defendants, and
many of the witnesses, it was that all military commands are legal by definition from the
perspective of subordinates. The testimony of Private Shay Amiram, a soldier uninvolved
in the massacre, was typical in that regard. When asked by two of the defense lawyers
about the legality of the orders, he had the following exchange with them:

David Rot-Levi [Ofer’s attorney]: Considering the orders you received, what did you think you
would have to do when encountering these people [the Arabs]?
Amiram: I believe that the order given to me was very clear on that point. I would have had to kill
each and every one of them.
Rot-Levi: Why?
Amiram: Because it is an order. I was trained to follow orders . . . I was trained to believe that the
one who appoints me to a certain post is not the person who told me, “You are placed here!,” but
his authority is in the name of the state. His authority is as if the state had given [the order]. And
if the state decided to give me such an order, is there anything to consider? Maybe because I do
not have much information, it is hard for me to understand. I was told to do it, and I did it.
Levitski [Malinki’s attorney]: Say that they told you to shoot in a Kibbutz after five p.m., would
you shoot? Let us assume that the Kibbutz does not belong to your political party.
Amiram: We understood the state of affairs according to the orders given to us. If they had
explained to me that shooting into a Kibbutz would help the state, I would have done it.34

Thus, Amiram, according to his testimony, would follow even a command to shoot into
a Jewish kibbutz, not for fear of punishment, but because the commander, in his view,
represents the authority of the state (note also the astounding insinuation by Levitski that
it is easier to shoot into a community not associated with your own political party). An
even more radical view was expressed by one of the defendants, Private Gabriel Uliel.
“Given an order,” he confessed to a fellow soldier, “I would have shot my father and
family members, because I follow orders.”35

The extent to which this point of view—that subordinates are required to follow
the orders of their superiors in all circumstances—was shared by the higher echelons
involved in the massacre is illustrated by the testimonies of Colonel Shadmi and Major
Malinki. Shadmi admitted in his cross-examination by Levitski that “until this trial
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I did not know anything about the notion of a reasonable or an unreasonable command. I
knew only that there are dictates of conscience.”36 Malinki’s point of view, as expressed
in his testimony, was similar:

I saw my order as an order. Not a conventional one, given in normal time and circumstances, but
a severe order. The order made sense at that specific time and was far from being a murderous
one. There are no murderers in uniform . . . I see him [Shadmi] entirely responsible for the order I
received. However, I do not take responsibility for the killing of innocents, if the people who killed
them knew they were innocent. I gave the order I had received . . . My conscience was completely
clean, because the order I received was clear.37

According to Malinki, an order cannot be unlawful from the point of view of military
subordinates: “there are no murderers in uniform.” If an order is illegal, then the issuing
commander (in this case, Shadmi) is responsible. However, in the case of Kafr Qasim,
he asserted, the order was neither murderous nor illegal. Rather, it was a severe order
directed only against people who were not innocent, who were a security threat. The
soldiers should have understood that the people returning from the fields were not a
security threat; but the battalion commander refused to take responsibility for the “killing
of innocents.” Shooting returnees who were oblivious to the curfew was, according to
Malinki, a distortion of his order.

Malinki’s belief that orders are always legal from the point of view of subordinates
was also shared by the officers and soldiers who did not shoot. In a recent interview,
most of them argued that they refused the order because it was illegal, but that was
many years after the verdict was given and the doctrine of a “manifestly unlawful order”
established.38 During the trial, their testimonies disclosed a very different understanding.
Private Shalom Ben Pordo, who did shoot Arabs who tried to run away from the village,
spared three women because of humane feelings though he knew that he was violating
an expressed, “legal” order. Lt. Aryeh Menashes, who saved the lives of many villagers
by ordering his troops not to shoot without an explicit order from himself, “went around
the village and shot in the air, once in this street, once in that street, so people would
believe that I killed someone.” The notion that every order has to be followed, even
one involving the killing of innocent civilians, was so rooted that Lt. Menashes had to
“cheat” the system in order to avoid it.39 Another platoon commander, Lt. Benjamin
Cole, declared in court that he would have killed as many Arabs as possible if not stopped
by his company commander, Captain Levi.40 Lt. Nimrod Lampert, who refrained from
shooting, confessed in the trial that he was “a little bit ashamed to go back to the unit, as
in his village no one was killed.”41 The next morning, Ofer boasted about the massacre
over breakfast. “You behaved like murderers,” Lt. Menashes reproached him, and a
row began. Menashes indeed believed that the killing of civilians was tantamount to
“murder,” but he did not go so far as to claim that the order itself was illegal from the
point of view of subordinates.42

Even Yehuda Frankental, the only officer who explicitly contradicted Malinki’s com-
mand, did not have a notion of a manifestly unlawful order. In his recent work, Rosenthal
argued that Frankental understood the concept,43 but the latter’s testimony suggests that
that was not the case. “There is the order of the commander, but there is also the dictates
of one’s conscience. I understood the command, but chose to behave according to the
dictates of my conscience,” he said.44 For Frankental, it seems, even illegal orders were
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legally binding from the point of view of subordinates. He, however, chose to violate
his legal duty in order to obey the “dictates of conscience.”

The legal discourse in the courtroom itself contributed considerably to the concept
that following an order such as the one given by Malinki is illegal. This discourse
originated in large part from the interplay between the defense lawyers. From the outset,
Levitski’s strategy was to draw a line between his client Malinki and the other defendants.
Malinki, according to Levitski, had merely passed along Shadmi’s command, which was
severe but perfectly legal. It was not a command to murder, and a massacre was never
intended. “The order was far from being a murderous one,” Malinki said, and “there
are no murderers in uniform.”45 True, Malinki admitted that his order was to shoot
curfew violators, but this was only the “maximal authority” he gave to his subordinate
commanders. They should have restricted the use of this “maximal authority” to curfew
violators who were “undermining [state] security” (pegi�ah ba-bit.ah. on), for example
by helping infiltrators, and not used it against innocent returnees.46 Building on his
client’s testimony, Levitski argued that the illegal order was actually issued by Malinki’s
subordinate Dahan, who “distorted” the command. Levitski did not deny that an order
to massacre innocent civilians is a criminal one; rather, he attempted to push the guilt
downward from his client to Dahan and the latter’s subordinates.47 “Levitski’s strategy to
defend Malinki,” noted Kordov, “had moved the guilt along to his ten subordinates. Their
attorneys strived, in their own turn, to push the burden of guilt back to the commanding
officer, Malinki.”48 Indeed, Gideon Hasid, the attorney of three rank and file perpetrators,
confidentially wrote to Dahan’s attorney Yitzhak Oren that “Asher [Levitski] will not
only decline to help us. He will evidently harm our cause.”49

The case for the junior defendants was most aptly made by Oren, who engaged in an
unrelenting struggle against Levitski and Malinki. An astute jurist, Oren immediately
noticed the contradiction in Malinki’s (i.e., Levitski’s) line of defense. On the one hand,
Malinki would not change, soften, or reinterpret the command he received from Shadmi;
on the other hand, he expected his subordinates to do just that.

You issued a murderous order, which left no doubt even with your deputy. A murderous order, I
say, without limits . . . and now you tell me that you expected others to do the exact opposite? Is
that the military doctrine you have learned? . . . You are a man with a Jewish heart, and pretend of
having a human heart, as well. Why did you not take it upon yourself, under your own initiative,
to change Shadmi’s command? You demanded that from Dahan, but you did not do it yourself . . .

You expected Dahan, who is much lower than you in rank, authority and understanding, to have
more discretion than yourself.50

The dispute between Oren and Levitski was over who had the duty to recognize the
illegality of the command and who should bear the blame. Oren did not challenge the fact
that the “murderous” (ratsh. anit) order was, in a sense, unlawful. He simply argued that
Dahan (and, by extension, his subordinates) did not have the authority or the knowledge
to recognize this illegality and thus that they should not be held accountable. Malinki,
who had given the unlawful order, was a senior commander, with a better understanding
of the situation. He should have recognized the illegality of the command, and was
therefore responsible. Thus, Levitski and Oren, the two prominent defense attorneys,
agreed in a sense that a command to murder innocent civilians is unlawful. In that, they
greatly differed from their defendants.
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Oren argued that as a result of the wartime conditions and the “disloyalty” of the
Arabs, the illegality of the order was so mild as to excuse even the senior commanders
who issued it. Left alone, there is no reason to believe he would have emphasized the
illegality of the order at all. In the pretrial stages, in fact, he directed his client “neither
to work for Malinki, nor against him.” He even attempted to visit Malinki in jail in order
to plan “a common defense strategy.”51 However, Levitski’s strategy to shift the guilt
downward from his client Malinki to Oren’s client Dahan forced Oren to try to bounce
the guilt back to Malinki and therefore to concede, almost reluctantly, that an order to
kill innocent civilians is illegal. Indeed, Malinki’s defense strategy, dictated by Levitski,
infuriated Oren and turned him into a bitter enemy of the battalion commander. “To
excuse himself and escape punishment, Malinki is piling lies upon lies,” Oren wrote in
a personal note after Malinki’s testimony. “He is distorting the simple, logical meaning
of his own words . . . all beautified interpretations in his testimony are a blatant lie,
intended to avoid punishment and throw all guilt on his subordinates.”52

The “agreement” between Oren and Levitski on this issue, born out of their confronta-
tion, established this illegality as a consensus, one that was also shared by another defense
attorney, Gideon Hasid. As the champion for the rank and file perpetrators, he conceded
that Dahan’s order was illegal, because Dahan (along with Shadmi and Malinki) knew
the returning villagers were oblivious to the curfew. The soldiers, however, were helpless
and had to obey. Thus, along with Levitski and Oren, Hasid underlined the illegality of
the order.53 The “consensus” that emerged from this confrontation helped to establish
that an order to kill innocent civilians is illegal in principle. Only with this presumption
was it possible for the court to argue that such orders are unlawful not only from the
point of view of the responsible commanders but also from the point of view of their
subordinates.

The prosecutor, Colin Gillon, also played a central role in the formation of this
consensus. Gillon represented the interests of the political (and, by extension, the mili-
tary) establishment, and thus one of his main goals was to protect Colonel Shadmi, the
originator of the order that led to the Kafr Qasim massacre.54 In fact, Shadmi, a scion of
a prominent military family and a man with strong political ties to the prime minister’s
office and the Mapam Party, a crucial partner in the coalition, was well protected by
Ben-Gurion himself.55 Gillon, in that sense, functioned as Shadmi’s attorney.

Just as Levitski tried to push the burden of guilt downward from Malinki to Dahan,
Gillon tried to push it down from Shadmi to Malinki:

Gillon [to Malinki]: I would like to inform you of the position of the military prosecution. We will
ask the court to accept Shadmi’s version in its entirety . . . but not yours. And we will argue that
Shadmi’s order was not dangerous . . . but yours was.
Malinki: Why only me? Why am I on [trial] and the rest are outside? . . . The fact that they [those
in the government] spared Shadmi but not me, it annoyed me and still annoys me, and I will not
be silent on that point.
Gillon: Is it true that you distorted Shadmi’s order, that you passed it onto your subordinates in a
distorted way?
Malinki: I believe that the orders I received from Shadmi are exactly the orders I passed on.56

Therefore, Gillon also did not dispute the existence of an unlawful order. In fact, as
expected, he emphasized this point both in his opening speech and during the trial. For
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the prosecutor, who desperately tried to protect Shadmi during his concluding speech,
condemning Malinki and his subordinates was the best way to protect the integrity of
the army command and the government as well.

Four key actors in the trial—Oren, Levitski, Hasid, and Gillon—with all their differ-
ences, had almost taken for granted that an order to kill innocent civilians is an illegal
command. Just as important, the implicit agreement between them was that the army is
bound to civilian law.

C I V I L – M I L I TA RY R E L AT I O N S

Is the army bound to civilian law? That seems to have been far from self-evident in 1957.
After the war of 1948, the army enjoyed immense prestige, and disregarding civilian law
was the norm rather than the exception. Thus, a commander such as Shadmi could say,
in his testimony from the witness stand, that as a district commander in wartime he was
“responsible” for the lives of the citizens in “his” sector, presumably Jews and Arabs
alike. His authority to impose a curfew without legal authority or to order subordinates
to shoot curfew violators was self-evident for him. He was the commander, and authority
in “his” sector belonged to him.57

However, the discourse shared by all jurists in the trial, defense and prosecution alike,
was different. The long debate, for example, over whether Shadmi was authorized to
impose the curfew or not was held under the basic assumption that such an action has
to be carried out according to legal authority as ascribed by civil and military law, not
according to the whims of the military commander.58 As the verdict stated: “There is
no Israeli law endowing a wartime commander with authority upon citizens exceeding
the aforementioned defense regulations [relevant civil and military regulations about the
imposition of a legal curfew]. The dangerous notion that the lives of citizens in wartime
are bound to the regional commander must be rejected as illegal.”59

Addressing the limits of the military commander’s authority over human lives, the
court was just as unequivocal:

No one, soldiers and policemen included, is authorized to kill or to order the killing of another
person, except in exceptional cases specifically proscribed by law (written and unwritten). No law
in the world permits killing “curfew violators” for no particular reason, let alone returnees who
happen to enter the curfew zone with no intention to violate it. The law permits the enforcers of
a legally imposed curfew, and law enforcement personnel in general, to use the force required to
prevent the violation of the law, namely a legally imposed curfew . . . It is clear that intentionally
opening fire on human beings can only be a “last resort” . . . A generalized order to fatally shoot
every person found outside his/her home during a curfew turns this last resort, which can be legally
applied only in exceptional cases and extremely rare circumstances, into a general way to impose
a curfew. Such an order demonstrates utter indifference to the principle of “minimal necessary
force” and is therefore unlawful.60

This paragraph, unlike the famous “black flag” metaphor, used legalistic rather than
moral arguments. A command to shoot curfew violators is not only an immoral order
with a “black flag” flying over it; it is also unlawful, as its imposition exceeds the
authority of the military commander. A commander, regardless of rank, cannot do
whatever he or she wishes but remains liable to the civilian law and legal principles
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(“minimal necessary force”) determined by the judicial system. The Kafr Qasim trial
also helped to firmly bind the army to the civilian sphere.

A R E A R A B S C I T I Z E N S ?

In his 1959 account of the Kafr Qasim trial, Moshe Kordov argued that the marginal
status of the Arab minority in Israel must be taken into account when considering the
roots of the massacre.

In Israel, there is an ambiguous and unarticulated attitude towards the Arab minority. No one
attempts to define the current attitude. . . . The disaster of Kafr Qasim, as far as it contains the
element of a “misunderstanding”, “broken telephone” in the hierarchy, or an attempt of one of the
commanders to excel in his duty, could not have come into being but in this atmosphere.61

Kordov’s arguments were later elaborated by scholars such as Yigal Elam and Ruvik
Rosenthal.62 While by 1956 Israeli Arabs were legally defined as citizens of Israel, in
practice they were liable to arbitrary military rule and isolated from the rest of Israeli
society. The war of 1948 was not that far in the past, and the feeling that the villagers of
the Triangle were enemies rather than citizens was widespread in the army, the Border
Police, and the general Jewish population. In Shadmi’s trial, Malinki testified that “if he
[Shadmi] had shared with me the directions of the higher echelons [in the government]
that the Arabs should not be hurt, and treated as Israeli citizens, I would have canceled
the order outright. But he said no such thing.”63 In the absence of an order to the contrary,
Arabs were enemies, not citizens. In many cases, the very humanity of Arab citizens was
questioned. In a conversation the morning before the massacre, Shadmi told Malinki,
according to the latter, that it “is even preferable that during the first night some will
die” (she-yelkhu kamah kakhah, literally “so that some will go like that,” a colloquial
term denoting carelessness and indifference to human life).64

“The protocol of the trial,” notes Rosenthal, “alarmingly discloses the atmosphere
prevalent among the young policemen towards the Arabs. . . . The testimonies of the
defendants show the hatred and deep suspicion towards Arabs in the Border Police.”65

Shalom Ofer, for example, stated in his affidavit to the court:

Every Arab I saw while on duty, there was an order to liquidate. It was always explained that
Arabs are fifth columnists and enemies of the state . . . during conversations in our platoon,
operations against the Arab population from 1948 were often mentioned. It was explained that the
government’s policy was to expel the Arabs from their villages, so the state will not suffer from
an enemy within its borders.66

Another soldier, David Goldfeld, told the court that “there were rumors [hitlah. ashuyot]
that there was an intention [on the Israeli army’s part] to occupy the Triangle,” adding
later that the locals were “doubtlessly” enemies and fifth-columnists, no different from
the Arabs outside Israel.67 Rosenthal argues that by using the term “occupy” (likhbosh),
Goldfeld insinuated that the Triangle, in spite of being formally part of Israel, was enemy
territory.68 A similar attitude was expressed in the first radio update by Lt. Dahan to
Captain Levi when the killing began: “One less.”69 Both Malinki and Shadmi, who
evidently did not want a large-scale massacre (Malinki stopped it immediately after
learning about it), were ready and even willing to witness the death of only a “few”
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(kamah kachah) Arabs. “I expected a few [dead Arabs],” testified Malinki, “But fifteen?
That’s a number.”70

In Shadmi’s second briefing to his platoon and company commanders, one of the
officers asked the battalion commander again about the fate of Arabs who were oblivious
to the curfew. According to Malinki, the other officers reacted angrily. “Let it be,”
they said, “Why are you asking nitpicking questions [Yiddish: klots kashes]. Now this
situation, then that situation. So there will be one [Arab] less.”71 The only exception,
again, was Captain Yehuda Frankental, the company commander who changed Malinki’s
orders and tried to safeguard returnees in the villages under his control. “It is known,”
he testified, “that not every Arab is an enemy. One must think twice about shooting an
Arab, who is a citizen of the state.” Still, even Frankental noted that, “We do not believe
that the Arabs are 100% loyal.”72

On the question of illegal orders and that of civil–military relations, as we have seen,
the defense, the prosecution, and the bench shared the same basic principles (an order
to kill innocent civilians is illegal, and the army has to obey the law of the state) even as
they differed on the interpretation and implementation of the principles. However, there
was no such agreement on the civil status of Israeli Arabs. While the judges and the
prosecutors agreed that they should be treated as Israeli citizens, the defense councils
shared the presumption of the defendants that Arabs were enemies of the state. Levitski
asked one witness whether the command was to shoot Arabs (�aravim) or human beings
(anashim), practically dehumanizing the former.73 Moshe Schweig, the attorney of five
rank and file defendants (Harush, Uliel, Nahmani, Fahima, and Avraham), defined Kafr
Qasim as enemy territory. His colleague Oren, the attorney of Lt. Dahan, compared the
Kafr Qasim affair to acts of a Jewish holy war (milh. emet metzv. ah), alluding to biblical
stories of the conquest of Canaan (and, implicitly, the killing of locals) and to medieval
Jewish laws of war. The inhabitants of Kafr Qasim, he stressed, were not Amalekites (a
mythical enemy that Jews are commanded to liquidate), but they were nevertheless part
of the so-called “Arab problem”—enemies and not citizens.74 Echoing the sentiment
prevailing in the Border Police, he maintained:

Suspicion towards Arabs still exists. Saving our lives [pik. uah. nefesh] permits many things. Arabs
are still suspected of being in league with our enemies and are still held in enclosed areas.
Therefore, if something like that [the command to kill] was given to them [the defendants] just
before a war, it seemed to them reasonable.75

Of all the jurists in the trial, Oren was doubtlessly the most well versed in Jewish
legal sources. In a personal note, he was even more explicit than in his trial statements
with his use of biblical and midrashic references:

The court asked one of the defendants whether he is familiar with the Ten Commandments. True,
he could not forget the prohibition of “Thou shalt not kill,” but it is not as simple when he is
ordered by the authorities, to which he is bound to obey, when confronted by a border village in
which soldiers from beyond the border can hide with fake IDs. Maybe these soldiers are about to
start or to reinforce a hostile attack. He must know that in the Torah it is written, as far as the seven
nations are concerned, “You shall let nothing that breathes remain alive” (Deuteronomy 20:16)
. . . Saul was explicitly ordered by Samuel: “Now go and attack Amalek, and utterly destroy all
that they have, and do not spare them. But kill both man and woman, infant and nursing child,
ox and sheep, camel and donkey.” (1 Samuel 15:3). And Saul began to wonder in his heart if the
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order is just . . . “if the grown men had sinned, what about the little children?” And then a divine
voice came and exclaimed: “Do not be too righteous!” (Midrash Yoma 22:72). Because of these
musings, Saul was destined to lose his crown.76

If that were not strong enough, in a hand-written version of the same note, Oren
quoted another biblical verse: “And cursed is he who keeps back his sword from blood”
(Jeremiah 48:10).77

As we have seen, Oren admitted that the order was illegal, and even called it “mur-
derous” (ratsh. anit) in his confrontation with Malinki. Still, he reminded the court that
Israel was in a holy war, that its enemies (including the Israeli Arabs) were dangerous,
and that in such cases even innocent children may have to be killed, as Saul and Moses
were ordered to do. Biblical references endowed these arguments for the acquittal of
the soldiers with an air of respectability and even sanctity. According to Oren, the
commanders, who issued an illegal order, had to be punished, but only “symbolically.”
The Arab enemy was entitled only to a weak, ineffective legal protection.78

These arguments are more complex than they may seem. In tandem with Oren’s
strategy to push the guilt upward, his speech against the Arabs had a hidden blade
pushed against the government and the ruling elites. “I was not told that the Arabs
were tolerable foreigners [gerim],” Oren quotes an anonymous soldier, pointing out the
hypocrisy of the government. In other words, if you, the leaders of Israel, treat the Arabs
as enemies and imprison them in enclosures under military administration, how can you
blame a young officer like Dahan who is merely a product of this atmosphere?79

This position was confronted head-on by the prosecution. In his opening speech,
Gillon argued that the defendants did not shoot enemies nor did they merely massacre
defenseless human beings, which would be bad enough. Their victims were “citizens
returning home from work, and not dangerous people who could compromise the tasks
of the army.” They had the right to safely return home “after their daily toil, just like any
other resident of the state.”80 In a sense, Gillon echoed the view of the higher echelons.
David Ben-Gurion, the man responsible both for granting voting rights to Arabs and for
their discrimination under the military administration, declared in the Knesset:

In our Torah it is written that “the stranger that dwelleth with you shall be unto you as one born
among you, and thou shalt love him as thyself; for ye were strangers in the land of Egypt.”
(Leveticus 19: 34) . . . However, Israeli-Arabs are not strangers, but citizens with equal rights. As
far as human lives are concerned, the civic status of the person makes no difference whatsoever.
Every human life is sacred. These two sacred principles were horrendously compromised in this
terrible atrocity, and I am certain that the Knesset in its entirety will join my feelings which I tried
to express here, and such a thing will never be done in Israel again.81

Although Ben-Gurion maintained in this speech that Arabs were citizens with equal
rights, their marginal status was implied by the reference to the biblical protection of
foreigners. Nevertheless, the concept that Arabs were equal citizens, though certainly
not implemented in government policy, existed as an idea, one that was reinforced by
Gillon in his concluding speech. Not immune to the anti-Arab notions of the time, he
referred to the Arabs as “primitive people,” but never as enemies and always as citizens;
he even referred to the residents of Kafr Qasim as “everyman from Israel” (Kol Adam
me-Yisra�el), a term usually reserved exclusively for Jews:
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The defendants faced citizens of the state, who could not harm the state, innocent people returning
to their homes. Whatever we shall argue, anyone encountering such people has to know that it
is forbidden to harm them. Article 19 of the [penal] code stipulates that one shall not obey a
manifestly unlawful order, and to harm a citizen of the state in such circumstances is manifestly
unlawful.82

The judges adopted the discourse of civil equality, but not unequivocally. In an
exchange with Oren during the trial, President Halevy insisted that “Arabs” must be
referred to as “citizens.”83 The term ezrah. im, which appears about thirty times in the
verdict, has a double meaning: either citizens of a state or civilians (in contrast to
soldiers). In almost all of their uses of the term, the judges insisted that even during
a war ezrah. im must never be harmed intentionally. It is usually unclear whether the
meaning was citizens or civilians. This ambiguity was not by chance. The judges were
more interested in solidifying basic morality in wartime than in upholding the civic status
of Israeli Arabs; unarmed people who posed no threat should not be killed regardless
of whether they were citizens of the state of Israel: “Human lives are not fair game,
and article 214 of the penal code protects them, whether they are citizens of the state or
merely subject to its rule, and even in an occupied territory outside its borders.”84 At
one point, though, the court specifically referred to the civic status of Israeli Arabs:

That order was illegal even in wartime. The killing of every person found outside his or her home
during a curfew was not necessary for any military purpose . . . “Killing some to frighten others”
is not a justified military method. This is a “strong hand” strategy that costs the lives of innocent
civilians, in accord with the illegal view of Colonel Shadmi that “the lives of citizens in wartime
in a certain region are bound to the regional commander.” The lives of citizens during war, let
alone in a region without any hostilities, are not bound to the regional commander, and they are
certainly not his private property. War has laws that every IDF commander has to respect and
follow, and one of them forbids the killing of citizens who take no part in hostilities (see ruling M
1/52 of the specially established court martial). True, this ruling is concerned with enemy citizens
in an occupied territory, but it is even more valid for Israeli citizens in Israeli territory.85

The civic status of Arabs was not a central issue for the court, which was more concerned
with human than with civil rights, yet the explicit reference to Arabs as citizens was
clear and meaningful. The Kafr Qasim ruling contributed its share to the reinforcement
of a discourse of civil equality.

C O N S E Q U E N C E S A N D I M P O RTA N C E

Recently, several scholars and jurists have downplayed the importance of the Kafr Qasim
ruling in general and of the “black flag” test in particular. Emmanuel Gross, a military
judge and leading legal scholar, wrote in one of his rulings that the Kafr Qasim verdict
“is a motley collection of colorful phrases more than a definition of the term ‘manifestly
unlawful order.’”86 Ziv Borer noted that there are at least four contradictory juridical
doctrines of the “black flag” test and that many orders might be in the gray zone between
unlawful and manifestly unlawful.87

A more in-depth legal criticism has been offered by Adi Parush. In an argument later
echoed by Yigal Elam, Parush maintained that the “black flag” test is problematic because
it confuses manifest illegality with manifest immorality. What would have happened,
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for example, if the Knesset had legislated, just before the Kafr Qasim massacre, a law
according to which curfew breakers would have to be indiscriminately shot? In that case,
black flag or not, this order to kill would be legal.88 According to Elam, it was a mistake
on the part of the court to assume that disobeying a “manifestly unlawful order” should
presuppose soldiers who are not “blind” and whose heart is not “stony and corrupt.”89

This criticism, it seems to me, is too general and theoretical, and it ignores the specific
historical context of the “black flag” test in the Kafr Qasim case. It may be true, as Parush
writes, that some “black flag” commands may not be unlawful, while some “manifestly
unlawful orders” (e.g., stealing fruit for one’s commander) do not have a black flag
flying over them. Still, the ruling specifically declared the killing of innocent civilians
under security pretexts as unlawful from the perspective of superior commands and
subordinates alike and, in a way, granted the Arab minority the protection of the law. In
this light, it is interesting to consult the verdict again:

Malinki restricted the term “murder” to the killing of people inside their own dwellings, and by
excluding the curfew breakers deprived it of one of its important components. One may add that
by using the term “murder” in such a distorted way . . . he did not reinforce the humane restraints
among the enforcers of the curfew, but rather weakened them by distorting the term “murder”
and permitting the killing of peaceful civilians. Malinki’s order created the arbitrary dichotomy
between “murder” [retsah. ] of home dwellers and “killing” [harigah], allegedly legal, of people
found outside their homes. This false doctrine, best expressed in Dahan’s order to his soldiers,
made them oblivious to good and evil and hardened their hearts to commit abominable murders
under the pretext of “keeping law and order.”90

If anything was clear after the trial, it was that the killing of civilians under the pretext of
“keeping law and order” is unlawful, and that criminal liability should be borne by both
commanders and executioners. The trial made clear that Arab lives are not fair game
and that the army is fully bound to civilian law. The ruling also established, though in a
weaker way, that Israel Arabs should be treated as citizens not only de jure but also de
facto.

Clearly, neither of these principles was a consensus outside or inside the Israeli army
before 1956. Merav Schnitzer-Maimon’s study of the Israeli reception of the ruling, the
protocol of the trial, and even the academic responses to it unequivocally show that the
court’s ruling went against the grain. Public opinion did not accept that an order to kill
Arabs who violated a curfew is illegal, certainly not “manifestly illegal” in the sense of
making subordinate soldiers and officers liable for punishment. In addition, Arabs were
almost universally viewed as a security threat rather than as citizens deserving equal
treatment.91 The response of the press to the verdict was thus generally hostile, most
military commentators were furious, and at least one legal scholar, Professor Paltiel
Daykan, dean of Tel Aviv University Faculty of Law, argued that “Jewish morality”
dictates that in a holy war one has to be very lenient toward executors who act in good
faith.92 So rooted was the notion that Arab lives are cheap that the poet Nathan Alterman,
one of the most consistent denouncers of the massacre, was moved to write not only that
the perpetrators should be imprisoned but also that the “public mood” that made their
crime possible had to be eliminated.93

Indeed, it would have been easy for the court to reach an altogether different verdict
and the ruling was not unanimous even within the tribunal. The minority opinion of
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Justice Major Yehuda Cohen concurred with the verdict convicting the perpetrators
and with their sentence, but disagreed with the doctrine of a “manifestly unlawful
order.” He maintained that owing to the utmost importance of military discipline in an
enemy-surrounded country such as Israel, a soldier should not be expected to have the
knowledge, nor the authority, to decide whether an order is “manifestly unlawful.” As
for Kafr Qasim, had military discipline been kept in the first place, an order to kill
civilians would not have been even issued, let alone executed. He concedes that in the
exceptional case of Kafr Qasim, the perpetrators could not be excused, but he was wary
lest this case be used as a precedent to undermine military discipline.94 Had his opinion
been accepted by the majority, it is hard to imagine that the doctrine of a manifestly
unlawful order, the most important heritage of the trial, would have as much binding
influence on Israeli military culture as it does.

Alternately, the judges could have accepted the arguments of Levitski and excused
Malinki because “his order was distorted by his subordinates.” In fact, another court,
in a subsequent trial, did just that by practically exonerating Colonel Shadmi, the orig-
inal issuer of the command to kill curfew violators, “punishing” him only with a fine
of one Israeli pound.95 Or they could have accepted Oren’s argument, acquitting the
subordinates who received a command whose lawfulness they knew nothing about. It
would have even been possible to excuse the commanders and subordinates at once, as
advocated by both Oren (in his appeal) and Daykan. Numerous arguments were made
for such an acquittal by the defense lawyers and other critics of the ruling: the country
was at war and in existential danger; “excesses” in wartime are natural and should be
tolerated; Israeli Arabs are not real citizens, but an untrustworthy fifth column. After
all, as noted by both Oren and Malinki, even boys, girls, and pregnant women could be
infiltrators, saboteurs, spies, and terrorists, and therefore it might be necessary, justified,
and even mandatory to shoot them. Notwithstanding the condemnations of the massacre
by Ben-Gurion and selected journalists, the public atmosphere was so hostile to Arabs
and so lenient to the perpetrators that the judges’ ruling was truly exceptional.

The ruling became influential, though, because of the cooperation of the military
establishment. Indeed, considering the hostile atmosphere in the country, only such
cooperation could have turned the verdict into a binding doctrine. After it was approved
by the military court of appeals, the IDF Chief of Staff, Lieutenant General Haim Laskov,
publically endorsed the new doctrine and formally incorporated it into the army:

Based on my authority according to the military code of criminal procedure [hok ha-shiput ha-
tseva�i], I have recently approved the verdict of the military court of appeals that convicted a
battalion commander, a platoon commander and a squad commander of the Border Police of
murder, and five other privates of attempted murder . . . of 43 innocent, helpless Arab villagers,
including seven boys and girls aged 8–14, and nine women, one of them 66 years old. The Kafr
Qasim affair atrociously undermined the sublime, humane principles of the sanctity of life and
purity of arms, and seriously violated the legislation of the state of Israel. The following letter
aims to explain to commanders, and through them to every soldier in the IDF, the implications of
the Kafr Qasim affair on the question of military discipline.96

In the letter, clearly based on the summary of the ruling, Lieutenant-General Laskov ex-
plicitly referred to the doctrine of a “manifestly unlawful order.” After several paragraphs
on the utmost importance of military discipline, he writes:
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A soldier has to follow every order given by his commander. Upon doing so he is exempted
from criminal responsibility for the consequences of his actions. This rule has one exception: a
manifestly unlawful order, which the soldier does not have to obey. And if he does nevertheless, he
is criminally responsible for the consequences . . . Manifestly unlawful is an order that, clearly to
everyone, including a private, stands in contradiction to humane, moral or military values shared
by every soldier, regardless of his knowledge of the law or the commands of the General Staff
[Pekudot Matkal]. Only if it is clear at first glance that the execution of an order is a crime,
causing irreversible damage, is it justified, and mandatory, to disobey a military superior. Such an
order is naturally revolting to the conscience and the heart of anyone required to follow it, and its
recognition requires no inquiry.97

The second principle put forth by the court, the subordination of military commanders
to civilian law, was also clearly expressed in the letter. Commanders should obey military
law, but the regulations of the army are based on civilian legislation approved by the
parliament:

Just like any democratic state with free citizenship, Israel must ensure that the physical power of
the state, concentrated in the army, will only be used for the benefit of the nation, and according
to the will of the people, as expressed in the laws legislated by its elected representatives, and in
the orders of the government and the minister of defense to the chief of the general staff.98

The third principle advocated by the court, the civic status of Israeli Arabs, was not
expressed in Laskov’s letter. The victims were referred to as “helpless, innocent Arab
villagers,” but not as Israeli citizens.

Although, as Merav Schnitzer-Maimon argues, the Kafr Qasim trial is far from dom-
inant in Israeli memory, its influence on Israeli military culture was dramatic.99 In May
1959, the chief education officer of the army (k. atsin h. inuch rashi), Colonel Aharon
Ze�ev, ordered army units to explain Laskov’s letter to all soldiers as soon as possible. In
particular, it was emphasized that a command to intentionally shoot innocent civilians
is a manifestly unlawful order.100 By 1974 (and probably earlier), the Kafr Qasim ruling
had been incorporated into the basic training of all Israeli policemen. The notion of a
“manifestly illegal order” was emphasized in the curriculum of the basic course in the
police academy. By contrast, all mitigating arguments for the perpetrators, so dominant
and influential during the trial, had no trace in the curriculum.101

The military interpretation of the verdict, as reflected in Lieutenant-General Laskov’s
letter, maintained that orders to kill Arabs, just like other human beings, are illegal and
should never be obeyed. True, there was much hypocrisy here. The military admin-
istration of Arab border villages was abolished only eight years later (in 1966), and
Arabs continued to face discrimination. In addition, the perpetrators of the Kafr Qasim
massacre were quietly released from jail with amnesties, in which both Ben-Gurion and
Laskov played a role. However, the notion of a “manifestly unlawful order” became
ingrained in military law and the military education system. Brutalities and atrocities
against Arabs continued to occur long after 1956, especially during the First Lebanon
War and two intifadas. In 1982, for example, the Israeli army failed to prevent a large-
scale massacre committed by its Lebanese allies in the refugee camps of Sabra and
Shatila. Still, a massacre like Kafr Qasim, in which Israeli soldiers or policemen have
shot innocent civilians intentionally and en masse without any threat or military purpose,
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never took place again. That fact is intimately related to the Kafr Qasim trial and its
legacy.

N OT E S

Author’s note: The author is grateful to Mr. Ruvik Rosenthal for access to his private archive, and to Colonel
(ret.) Misha Shauli for his information on the police academy curriculum in 1974. The protocol of the Kafr
Qasim trial, one of the most important sources for this article, is located in two different archives. The official
version is kept in the IDF archives, but an additional, partial copy is held in Tel Aviv University Archives,
as part of the Oren Papers. In both places, the protocol is not always well ordered, and some parts are still
classified. Some of the classified parts are preserved in the Oren Papers but not in the IDF archives, and others
are absent in both places. As a rule, I have used the official version in the IDF archives. For some passages I
could not find there, the Oren Papers are quoted instead.
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